KARABENA PUBLISHING

WRITING
RETREATS
Our Writing Retreats are intended for anyone wanting
the time and space for WRITING in a supportive
environment. While we have a focus on Indigenous
science and wellbeing, Karabena Publishing is also
interested in working with individuals and/or teams in:
working on your organisation’s strategic plan or capability
statement
structuring reports for research and government
giving constructive feedback on journal articles and theses
pulling together funding applications
tightening up with copy for websites and social media
advising on opinion pieces and other media articles.

Why the need for a Writing Retreat and what is
included?
Being away from one’s customary work patterns and rhythms of the
working week, in an inspiring and supportive environment, encourages
creativity, originality and ‘the words to flow’. Retreats allow
participants to dedicate a block of time to a specific piece of writing –
with the support of their colleagues and experienced writers and
editors – through a program of activities, workshops and tasks, as well
as blocks of solitary writing time.

The Writing Retreats will include
presentations from:
experienced writers
professional editors
graphic designers
social media experts.

They will also feature:
shut up and write sessions
workshops on specific areas of
writing
feedback from professional editors
on your work
peer-review feedback.

What are the aims of the Writing Retreat?
The overall objective of the Writing Retreat is for participants to
complete a designated
report/paper/article/chapter/presentation/charter/thesis/opinion
piece, etc. These will be developed from earlier drafts submitted to the
organisers for editorial feedback several weeks earlier as part of the
application process.
Other aims include:
To support the ethos of scholarship by encouraging writing for
publication and communicating research.
To take colleagues out of their individual, community and
departmental ‘silos’ so they have time to be more open to advice
and feedback from others with positive results for their writing.
To support colleagues in their writing through peer-review sessions
in which participants receive feedback on their writing from their
peers.
To work with community organisations on writing policy and
opinion pieces for advocacy and positive outcomes for the sector.
To provide participants with the expertise of professional editors
who can give them feedback on their writing.

WHAT DO I NEED TO DO PRIOR TO
THE WRITING RETREAT?
You will need to email us:
100 words on what you want to progress/achieve at the Writing
Retreat
Your report/paper/article/chapter/presentation/charter/thesis
(however much you have written so far) so that we can provide
editorial comment and give you feedback at the retreat.
Participants will also be invited to comment on their experience of
the Writing Retreat to inform changes to future content,
organisation, timing and activities.
What you will need to bring:
Laptop
Determination
An ability to take constructive criticism!

Where, when and how much:
Location: Barwon Heads Resort - Take a step inside Barwon Head resort
Start: Postponed to 2022
End: Postponed to 2022

Cost: $1320 (GST included) for the retreat – includes shared
accommodation, catering and workshops

Day spa available - additional cost, bookings available through the Resort
5% discount on additional nights using the code 'BHRKARABENA'

Spaces are limited!
For more information or to register your interest for the Karabena Publishing
Writing Retreats email us at info@karbenapublishing.com

